
Teacher’s Assistant CONTRACT – CPT Curtis 

Utah Military Academy 2019-2020 

Class Period Requested ________ 

 

Cadet:   I____________________________, have read through the requirements and 
expectations to be a Teacher’s Assistant for CPT Curtis. I am aware that if I do not keep up with 
the requirements, I may be released from his TA Period.  
 
Parent:  I,__________________________________, believe that my Cadet is capable of 
keeping up with present demands at UMA in other classes or activities, and give my consent for 
them to be a TA for CPT Curtis. 
 

Teacher: I,      CPT CURTIS   , have approved of this Cadet to be a TA, and expect 

them to fulfill the expectations on the reverse. I will do my utmost to keep them engaged and 
helpful, and do my best to accommodate their own needs. 
 
We all agree to the expectations and contract, and to communication if the contract is not being 

fulfilled. 
 
 

Cadet_____________________________________________ Date_________________ 
 
 

Parent____________________________________________ Date_________________ 
 
 

Teacher  ______________________________________________Date____________________  08/15/19 



So You Want To Be A TA….  
 

The simplest way at looking at being a TA for CPT Curtis is that you should be present, do what is asked, 

use free time to work on your own homework and classes, and know that it is a privilege and not a right 

to be a TA. 

1) GRADES - Your grade will be based on your attendance. If you are absent more than you are 

present, regardless of reason, you will fail as a TA. Further, you will not be invited to remain a TA 

for CPT Curtis. It bears repeating – Your grade will be based on your attendance. 

 

2) ABSENCES - Communication is key! Please, please, PLEASE let CPT Curtis know ASAP if you know 

you will be absent on a given day. It’s understandable that you have activities, trips, or times 

you may need to be in another class, or working on another assignment. However, I am 

counting on you to be present, and there are days when I purposely leave projects or tasks for 

my TA’s to complete. When you don’t show up, and it’s a “surprise”, that can leave me in a 

bind… and I don’t like being in a bind. 

 

3) FOOD AND DRINK - There is an unspoken rule with my TA’s that you may help yourself to 

popcorn in the back of the room (if it is present), to the coffee maker and pods up front, and a 

single drink or snack from the shelves up front per TA period. Please don’t abuse that privilege 

by giving things to friends, making a mess, or causing a distraction. It’s my way of saying “thank 

you” for “serving” as an assistant. Further, you are always welcome to bring your own food or 

drink, so long as it’s not distracting to the class, or ends up making a mess.  

 

4) DISTRACTIONS - I rarely take TA’s during Prep periods (and many of those have classes in my 

room) so remember that the Cadets in my classes have a right to learn, and I have a right to 

teach, so if you become a distraction to myself or them, we will have a conversation about 

continuing as a TA. Please don’t talk with Cadets in class during their instruction, or pull them 

from work they should be working on. If you would rather be a member of the class instead of a 

TA, that can be arranged   

 

5) CADET PRIVACY – As a TA you will be regularly grading and recording Cadet work. It is 

inappropriate (and likely to get you removed as a TA) if you share grades or scores of Cadets 

with others, make fun of or tease a Cadet about their grades or work, or share answers, keys, or 

assist a Cadet in cheating. There will be ZERO tolerance for such violations.  

 


